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Whoever says crime doesn t pay isn t doing it right. There are hundreds of casinos in Las Vegas, and
Billy Cunningham knows how to rip off every one. His scams are a thing of beauty--so perfectly
orchestrated that onlookers believe he and his crew are winning fair and square. In a town where
bosses will kill to protect their profits, Billy can t afford to make mistakes, but even the best-laid
plans can go wrong. Desperate to keep his team out of jail, Billy agrees to help stop a legendary
family of thieves from taking down a casino. But he has no intention of breaking the cheater s code:
never rat out your own kind. He s running his own con on the casino s psycho owner and his vicious,
violent wife. Throw in a murderous drug dealer, a vengeful gaming agent, and the girl Billy s never
forgotten, and this scam artist is playing for sky-high stakes: a cool eight million, and the chance to
live long enough to spend it.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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